







Piccolo (sounds 8ve higher)
2 Flute
3 Oboe
2 Clarinet in Bb
Bass Clarinet in Bb
2 Bassoon
Contrabassoon (sounds 8ve lower)
4 Horn in F (seated on risers on stage-edge 1&2 stage-left, 3&4 stage-right)
3 Trumpet in Bb  (tpt 1 harmon mute, tpt 2 & 3 straight mutes) 




1. crotales (including E5), metal beaters, 1 bow, bass drum
2. two low cymbals (ride or large crash), metal beaters, soft beaters, 1 bow




Seating: Horns should be seated on risers on opposite sides of the stage: 1&2 stage-left, 3&4 stage-right
Changes in general should always be smooth and gradual, take your time.
Glissandi should take the full notated duration, slow and gradual.
Clarinets multiphonics should be smooth, avoid splits and notes 'popping' out.
Bass clarinet and bassoons sometimes emphasise specific harmonics. This should be multiphonic-like, with some of the 
fundamental still audible.
Horns mostly use natural harmonics on a specified fundamental (E and C) and should be 'out of tune'. Players should NOT 
correct these pitch: especially the 7th and 11th partials: in E, the D (-31c) and A  (-41c): in C, Bb (-31c) and F  (-41c).
Harmon mute technique (trumpets/trombones) requires only the slightest hand movement away from fully-closed. This allows the 
lowest and clearest harmonics to speak: a sound like vocal overtone singing.
All brass use sung multiphonics. If a player cannot perform this technique then just try singing octave lower, or 
juat play the written pitch.
String parts play independently where indicated. All players in the part begin together but play independently until the next 
cue. Diamond/flageolet noteheads always indicate harmonic pressure: glissandi on diamond noteheads maintains harmonic finger 












Flute 1 & 2
Oboe 1 & 2
Oboe 3
Clarinet 1 & 2 in Bb
Bass Clarinet
in Bb
Bassoon 1 & 2
Contrabassoon
Horn 1 in E
Horn 2 in E
Horn 3 in C
Horn 4 in C
Trumpet 1 in Bb
Trumpet 2 & 3 in Bb
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(nat. harmonics in E)
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(7th partial)





















open a tiny amount 
GRADUALLY with hand 






















open a tiny amount 
GRADUALLY with hand 
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div, con sord, non-vib, bowing ad-lib, 
gentle swells across each bow.
Independent, gentle gliss up to 
a semitone away; be 'out of tune'.
morendo
∑ ∑
div. desk 1-3 only,
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not rough) div. sul IV
tutti (IV)
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molto sul pont, slow bows
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